
Customer Spotlight
Audiobec Recording Canada Inc.

Audiobec Recording Canada Inc. 
(CA) purchased a CD/DVD version of 
the DaTARIUS instantDetectionSys-
tem in January 2013.

Jim Rabchuk, Mastering Engineer, 
Technical Advisor: „We absolutely love the peace of mind and the 
simplicity of the interface for our testing people.

What convinced us more than anything else in purchasing the iDS-
10 was not only it‘s world accepted reputation but the fact that the 
device is very well thought out and is as ´bulletproof´ as one can 
expect. 

Not only does it come with a laboratory setup and stored values 
for reference, but the actual disc‘s used are part of the package 
for future reference.  This means when in doubt, we can go back 
ourselves to see if something is starting to ‚slip‘. 

The TeamViewer module enables the technicians at the DaTARIUS 
service center to take over the machine in the field to examine it.

We are truly proud here at Audiobec with this „sound“ investment.“

EUR 480,- / USD 625,- per year.

2. Optimised 6x measurement strategy for BD
To avoid higher RSER results at the outer radii in 8x speed we implemented an optimised 
6x speed measurement method to the iDS software: If for a BD measurement 6x speed is 
selected the drive will play the inserted disc in 8x at the inner radii and in 6x speed in 
the outer radii. This guarantees short measurement time but still minimizes the risks of 
higher results on certain disc effects at the outer radii.

3. Patronus and RipGuard copy protection support implemented for DVD
The system will check for RipGuard or Patronus copy protection on the inserted DVD. All 
areas on the disc which are effected by the copy protection are listed and the system 
will skip these areas during all measurements.

4. Advanced Statistic view
The new Statistics page has an overview (Min,Max, Avg) of all measured signals will be 
listed separately for layer 0 and layer 1. Min and Max values out of limit will be coloured 
in red. 

5. File export as CSV
In the Multi-test mode the measurement data can automatically be saved in CSV format.

Thomas Hackl, CEO: „I am sure our customers appreciate the latest software releases. 
In April we will start an iDS-customer survey with the goal to catch your wishes on further 
software features.“ 

DUPLICATION
MULTIMÉDIA

Great things are done by a series of small things brought together.
(Vincent Van Gogh)

We constantly strive to improve our products and services - therefore a few amendments 
on the instantDetectionSystem were made in order to guarantee our customers enhanced 
work-flow. It is not only the great things that make a difference but also several combined 
little actions can make things better.

1. iDS-software-upgrade contract
The iDS-software-upgrade contract will give you a full year of software updates for the iDS-system. This includes all 
new versions except implementation of copy protection schemes. The iDS-software-upgrade contract is available for 


